
Nurturing Children
Through Education

A therapeutic trauma informed educational model



The key to
success is
failure.

Michael Jordan
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Through an educational reform, we
ensure every single child has the right
to access good quality education, whilst
receiving support for their social,
emotional and mental health needs.

Our teaching model has been developed
through the eyes of being both a parent
and a professional and we understand
the emotions experienced during the
schooling process.

Our approach is informed by over a
decade of experience working with
children that have a variety of complex
needs and vulnerabilities, across 9
London boroughs and Surrey. We pride
ourselves in sound and functional
partnerships with PRU’s, mainstream
schools, local authorities, law
enforcement, Youth Justice and more
in order to support our collaborative
approach. It is through this level of
frontline experience that we have been
able to recognise the need for a ‘nurturing
through education’ model to gain full
inclusion for all.

Through creativity, dedication and passion,
Merrywood Education challenges the typical

way that children are educated.

https://merrywood.org.uk
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We believe in the power of building positive, non-
judgemental relationships by challenging and holding
everyone accountable for their own behaviour.

Our environment is built through trust, healthy
attachments and trauma informed practice. Raising
the expectations of staff and children to ensure an
equal, safe and secure environment, sits at the

core of everything we do.

Through therapy, play and social modelling, we support children
who have experienced trauma and adverse childhood experiences.

Our school is set up to provide a nurturing, yet functional environment,
which provides a therapeutic approach to learning.

https://merrywood.org.uk
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We strongly promote parental and family
partnerships and see everybody’s welfare
as equally important. We provide trauma
informed family support and domestic
violence specialists at Merrywood.

The responsibility of a child is the
responsibility of everyone. The wellbeing
of our staff is central to the success of
every child. We believe that this is key in
order to provide the outstanding quality
of care for all our children. We educate
our staff to appreciate behaviours as
symptoms.

Our goal is to reduce exclusions and increase
inclusion for all children by providing a

vibrant, therapeutic alternative educational
setting and to support mainstream schools,

parents and families across the UK.

https://merrywood.org.uk


our
theory



50%
self-discipline
• Emotional
regulation

• Self-control

• Reflection

• Prevention

• Focus

• Sustainability

• Ability to
overcome
negative
thoughts

• Choices

• Safety

• Security

• Self-worth

• Inner strength

• Critical thinking

• Problem solving

• Moderation

• Regulation

• Boundaries

• Independence

• Ownership

• Responsibility

• The ability to
push self out of
comfort zone

• Goal setting

• Aspirations

50%
nurture

• Empathy

• Safety

• Space

• Reflection

• Communication

• Balance

• Mindfulness

• Protection

• Growth

• Development

• Positivity

• Praise

• Play

• Therapy

• Guidance

• Support

• Care

• Motivation

• Protection

• Healthy
attachment

• Consistency

• Education

• Role modelling
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Communication and
interaction

Cognitive and
learning

Sensory and
physical needs

Social, emotional and
mental health needs

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Education is education. We should learn everything
and then choose which path to follow. Education is

neither Eastern or Western, it is human.

Malala Yousafzai

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Our
fundamental values

Inclusion – Creating an equal
environment, in which everybody in the
room is held accountable for the inclusion
of others.

Consistency – Consistency creates
security, sets our clear guidelines and
allows everybody to follow a framework
that works for the whole school not just
the individual.

Professionalism – Raising
expectations of every professional and
every child.

Collaboration – ‘It takes a village to
raise a child’ theory, enabling parents and
the community to work in partnership
with the school to improve the
educational outcomes of the child.

Attachment – supporting children
to form healthy attachments with staff,
peers and family members.

Boundaries – Boundaries that are
clear, fair and safe and are used as a
security blanket for professionals, children
and parents.

A non-blame culture –
Identifying needs and vulnerabilities and
using transparency to talk about them.

Relationships – Using positive
relationships to find proactive ways to
support the child, the family and the
wider community.

Reflection – Promoting the
wellbeing of the child, family and school,
using strategies to support growth
mindset and mindfulness.

Opportunities – Providing space
for failure and the opportunity to learn
from mistakes, repair relationships and
time to fill in the gaps (educationally/
socially/emotionally).

https://merrywood.org.uk


1. Providing a stable, home like, consistent and
therapeutic environment in which children can
develop respect, self-esteem and an ability to value
themselves and others

2. Developing the child’s own moral values and self-
awareness

3. Providing a framework in which children develop an
understanding of their personal strengths, needs
and capabilities

4. Facilitating academic progress that will enable the
children to successfully access the next phase in
their education

5. Holding everybody accountable for their behaviour
in the room

6. Creating a team that is objective and effective,
putting staff wellbeing and development at the top
of the list

Our six priorities are:
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Merrywood’s main focus is to nurture and support
children educationally, socially, morally and physically.

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Making children feel safe begins with a secure and equal environment:
an environment that creates clear and functional boundaries that are fit
for purpose and are consistent throughout.

Trauma informed schools -
making safe, secure and equal
environments

We prioritise a strong sense of calm and
consideration for everyone in the building,
enabling children to feel less at risk and
more able to reduce the heightened
anxieties and symptoms of trauma.

We train professionals to better
understand behaviours and theories, to
see past the surface behaviour and
understand the why. Professionals are
able to facilitate strategies that soothe,
support and teach children to feel more
aware of their emotional responses and
behaviours.

We educate children to have healthy
relationships and friendships through
play, social modelling and therapy.

We challenge the way our young people
view themselves by raising the
expectations of our environment,
professionals, parents and children.

We equip young people with the tools to
avoid falling into destructive behavioural
patterns and to create opportunities for
self-reflection and to drive ambition.

We see failure as a tool for learning,
building resilience and emotional
intelligence. We treat every day as a good
day, we problem solve well to increase a
mindful and positive working
environment.

We treat everyday as a good day, we
problem solve well to increase a mindful

and positive working environment

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Therapy and play
at Merrywood

Therapy is key to our model, ensuring that a multi-disciplinary team can
holistically support the development of a child and keep the wellbeing of the
child as the number one priority.

Through understanding the root causes and working through the displayed
behaviours as symptoms, our children will be considerably more able to access
their education, work through emotional crisis and build the resilience required
to becoming successful adults.

We value the building of healthy attachments, play, recognition of mental health
and developing the essential life skills necessary to feel valued and empowered
within society.

https://merrywood.org.uk
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We use therapy to
support children’s
academic progress by
(not limited to):

• Identifying and removing
barriers to learning

• Offering alternative
methods of learning

• Creating a sensory
aware environment

• Understanding what
emotions are limiting
progress

• Building confidence and
self-worth within
children

We support children on a
child-by-child basis, and
facilitate a team of
experts including:

• Speech and Language
Therapists

• Occupational Therapists

• Play and Drama
Therapists

• Educational Psychologist

• Therapy Dogs

• Assisted Animal Care
(AAC)

• Mentors

• Outdoor explorers

We use play to encourage
the following:

• Practicing of adult roles

• Explore and challenge
negative interactions that
the children may
experience

• Emotional, creative,
cognitive and imaginative
strength of our children

• Learn new skills such as
decision making, sharing,
caring, conflict resolution,
negotiation and motor
skills

• Develop their own identity
and characteristics

• Encourage talents and
interests

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Our Merrywood ‘Needs Based’ curriculum has been tailored around the needs
of our individual children.

We place our children’s’ personal and social development at the very centre
of everything we do, helping to create well rounded, happy children.
By incorporating the National Curriculum within cross curricular, topic-based
learning, our curriculum seeks to equip the children with the skills and
knowledge to be successful adults in the future.

We have daily lessons in mathematics, English and reading.

Our carousel activities include science, PE, the arts and DT, computer science,
topic, cooking, drama, PSHE, SEMH, RE, music and personal development. These
activities follow an EYFS feel, meaning that the lessons are short, practical and
engaging.

Topic, is taught through a thematic approach, linking together through a central
topic e.g. The Romans. Cross curricular learning provides children with the
opportunity to make meaningful links between topics and enables them to
consolidate and extend their knowledge across multiple subjects.

The Merrywood
‘Needs Based’ curriculum

https://merrywood.org.uk


Core Subjects english

science

PE

maths

pshe

social, emotional and
mental health (SEMH)

computer science

RSE
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Non-core subjects are allocated less
time than the core subjects and focus
on depth of study rather than subject
coverage and will relate to the local
environment where possible.

Links between the subjects are
identified, but it is important that
children have some experience of
all the subjects, supporting the
transition where possible into
mainstream settings.

Non-core subjects:

history
geography

music
the
arts

R.E

DT&

Best practice is created by transparency in
addition to listening and learning from others

https://merrywood.org.uk
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We offer a range of trips, visits and visitors to enrich the curriculum.

We enhance the formal curriculum with specialist workshops (e.g. in music
and drama) and other activities (e.g. social events and charity fundraising).

We invite appropriate professionals from a range of disciplines to actively
work with us to support child progress.

On the go
learning

We use therapeutic colours and smells
within the school to enhance our

nurturing environment.

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Sensory Learning
Sensory breaks are given after intense learning sessions to aid longer
periods of concentration; lessen over stimuli; reduce negative and distractive
classroom behaviours and to increase happy, sensory-aware children.

We have a range of subjects in which we deliver a more sensory driven
learning style:

messy
maths

classes
cooking

learning
creative

art&

sport
PE&contact

care
animal

learning sessions
outside

https://merrywood.org.uk
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SEMH is at the heart of everything we do. Our team of therapists has
developed a SEMH curriculum. We cover things such as survival animals,
managing feelings, self-esteem, coping with change, self-awareness and
resilience.

We want to empower our children to take responsibility for their own
mental health.

Social. Emotional. Mental Health.
SEMH

Personal Development provides children with the opportunity to learn
about topical issues such as gender inequality, racial inequality, social
injustice, climate change and human rights.

We believe that educating young people on these issues enables them to
develop tolerance, respect and understanding.

Ultimately, we want our pupils to grow into pioneering, forward thinking,
critical thinkers who are equipped with the knowledge to create change in
the world.

Personal development

https://merrywood.org.uk
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https://merrywood.org.uk
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Children are assessed in reading, writing and maths and provided with an individual
learning plan matched to their needs and delivered through intensive one to one or
small group teaching.

Many children will have gaps in their
learning due to irregular schooling and we
provide intensive learning support, taking
children back to the basics and creating
firm learning foundations to support the
child being able to learn further.

Children will be pushed academically, so
they can achieve to the best of their ability.
We want every child to have the
opportunity to thrive academically. Work is
carefully differentiated in order to meet the
individual needs of children and regular
assessment ensures continuity and
progression. Each child has individually
tailored, positive expectations for
achievement. This ensures they are
challenged appropriately and experience
success frequently.

Termly targets focusing reading, writing
and maths skills are set and progress is
assessed carefully and frequently.
Individual behaviour targets are discussed
with the child on a daily basis and are
monitored, reviewed and revised regularly.

Customised
learning programmes

https://merrywood.org.uk
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• Role play

• Problem solving

• Learning through real life situations

• Practical activities

• Visual/auditory learning

• Research

• Links to the local environment

• Use of ICT/digital resources as an
integral aspect of everyday life

• Projects/investigations

• Hot seating

• Physical activities

• Independent learning

These include:

Learning styles are personalised and customised to meet each individual’s
needs and all staff are involved in this process, ensuring that priority targets
(e.g communication, independence, sensory) are built in to planned activities

Learning
styles

The curriculum is designed to promote learning styles which reflect a practical
and hands on approach which will support children’s’ self-confidence, resilience,
independence and personal emotional and social development.

We don’t create results for Ofsted reasons -
we create an outstanding environment so

that children are able to thrive!

https://merrywood.org.uk
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All children, regardless of their needs,
abilities, backgrounds and protected
characteristics (shown right) are given
full access to our curriculum.

Equal opportunities are at the heart of
Merrywood’s philosophy and practice.

• Age

• Disability

• Gender

• Race

• Religion or Belief

• Sex

This underpins our approach to planning
and delivering learning opportunities and
our focus on accessibility for all. We take
our responsibilities to overcome potential
learning barriers and support diverse
learning needs seriously and strive to
provide constructive, effective and
challenging activities and opportunities
for all children regardless of ability,
gender or race.

All staff have high expectations of all
children and provide positive role models.
All children will have access to a wide
range of materials and experiences in
order to promote tolerance and
understanding.

Equality and protected
characteristics

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Staff are the most important part of any model and even more so when
working with children with additional needs. We have high expectations of
every professional around the child and hold every person accountable for
their behaviour in the room.

The strategy is structured as a top down model that recreates the nurturing
environment at every level.

The role of Governance

The governance must commit to holding those in relevant adult roles –
including themselves – accountable for their own part in promoting a nurturing
and inclusive environment. In pursuit of diligent governance, they must:

• Set measurable outcomes that are realistic and achievable;

• Identify the needs of the school and vulnerable children within those;

• Question exclusions and what actions can be taken to reduce them;

• Ensure staff wellbeing;

• Ensure consistent boundaries, sanctions and rewards are in place;

• Review the school’s policies and procedures with a view to understanding
if they remain fit for purpose for the programme at hand.

Keeping staff wellbeing
at the centre

The role of the Head of School

Head Teachers must attend to the wellbeing of staff, offering teamwork
opportunities, setting realistic targets and ensuring they have the right training
and supervision to understand the children in their classroom.

Heads play a key part in scrutinising policies and procedures; and managing
staff performance, challenging negative and constructive behaviours that cause
fractures in the staff team.

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Trusted Adults are essential in working
with children with additional needs.
They engage children individually through
additional teaching; informal mentoring to
encourage learning; managing children’s
feelings, fears and behaviours; creating
personal boundaries to develop their
resilience and independence and
motivating the children to learn.

The role of a
Trusted Adult

The role of the
Senior Leadership Team

The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) ensures the whole-school approach is
consistent, including during stressful times such as exams, Ofsted visits
and encountering challenging behaviour.

The SLT listens to staff, offers strategies for a non-blame culture and
develops a can-do attitude. The SLT develops staff capacity to deliver a
nurturing teaching environment with individual targets and performance
management.

https://merrywood.org.uk
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Without changing our pattern
of thought, we will not be able

to solve the problems we
created with our current

patterns of thought.

Albert Einstein

https://merrywood.org.uk
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The journey of change is uncomfortable, time consuming and
requires effort and reflection.

A growth mindset means tackling thinking and behaviours that
have been practiced for a lifetime. Human beings are changing;
we are becoming more aware of mental health and behaviours
and what this means in society.

Our children deserve to experience a rich and fulfilling childhood
and we as professionals have an obligation to facilitate this, whilst
managing our own wellbeing and happy balance.

Implementing change takes time and often feels as though there
is never a light at the end of the tunnel, but consistency is key.

We have a huge amount of evidence to suggest that change and
challenge is required now. Identification is the first step to change
and we have identified the need to create a consistent nurturing
environment in which every child has the opportunity to thrive into
a healthy and successful adult.

Conclusion

https://merrywood.org.uk


Contact details

Michelle Quayle

michelle@merrywood.org.uk

01737 336352

07427 630539

Merrywood Education
Merrywood Grove
Tadworth
Surrey
KT20 7HF

merrywood.org.uk
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